In this paper, we study the downloading mechanism of BitTorrent (or BT) 
Introduction
Traditional downloading methods, such as FTP, HTTP, PUB, etc. need more bandwidth as the number of users increases; also, too many concurrent users may cause congestions, and even system crash. For this reason, many servers put a restriction on the number of concurrent users and a limitation on the downloading speed, resulting significant inconvenience for users.
In contrast, the popular BitTorrent (BT or bt) download tool allows a greater number of concurrent downloading and is faster in downloading speed. Because of this feature, BT is also known as the broadband sharing weapon, and has been widely adopted by many websites. Especially in the areas of provision of music, video images, sharing large DVDrip games and so on, where the downloading volume is large in a short time, BT has been used to solve the restrictions on the number of concurrent users and the speed of downloading imposed by traditional downloading methods [8] , [10] .
BT download has some disadvantages at the same time. Firstly, BT download tries to fully utilise the users' upload abilities to reduce the servers' download burden, in many cases this feature has been extensively applied. However, in some circumstances, this feature can not be exercised, for example, when few people is interested in a file, the number of download will be very small; If the torrent files (storing the relevant information of download) released on the website is outdated, it will not find the seed providers (the machine which provided source files), so BT will be unable to download the document at all. Secondly, if seed providers have uploaded the files completely and then left the network, then it cannot guarantee that users can complete the download, or seed providers have to re-access the network in order to continue the downloaded, resulting a long downloading duration [2] , [6] . In this paper, we develop an enhanced parallel downloading algorithm by using the neighbouring machines to store redundant data, and show that this method can address the above problems effectively.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: The problems of the current BT algorithm are analysed in section 2. In section 3 we first conduct the study of redundant network, and then we propose our enhanced algorithm for BT. In section 4 we carry out the performance evaluation of the new algorithm. Finally, section 5 summarises the paper.
Related Work
BT is a free parallel downloading tool; unlike FTP which has only one source, BT uses a pyramid scheme to maintain the sharing. BT's downloading principles [4] , [5] are shown as in Figure 1 [11] .
At first BT divides a document into m-part (each part is called a sub-piece, and the i th sub-piece is denoted as d i ) at the upload-side (usually called seed). Assume that both client A and B want to download a document. At the beginning A and B will randomly download d i and d j , respectively. Then the BT of client A will take d j (which has been downloaded completely to B) from B and the BT of client B will take d i (which has been picked up by A) from A in accordance with the situation. In this way it not only reduces the work load of the seed providers but also speeds up the customers' (A and B) downloading speed as they can carry out many parallel downloading. Supposed client C wants to connect to the seed machine to download the same file, the download speed may be very slow (as there might be a lot of customers downloading simultaneously). However, if C connected to A and B to download, due to the less number of clients and the two download-links for parallel downloading, therefore the download speed can be improved dramatically.
Although BT is designed with the client/server concept, users do not need to care about where the server is. Only the people who want release a document by BT need to know the specific server address. Provision of the source document is known as seeds, and the download is carried out by clients. There can be many seeds and clients for a document --as long as there is a seed in the network; the file is available for downloading. Moreover, when clients are downloading, they become a seed so are also uploading at the same time. Therefore, the more seeds and document copies there are, the faster download speed will be. This is the main reason that BT can provide better speed than FTP and traditional P2P file sharing methods. Of course, the clients need voluntarily continue to provide the documents to be downloaded by others [1] , [7] . In short, BT uses the concept of distributed computing; allowing each node taking part in the communication collaboration, and it takes full advantage of every node on the set, to increase the actual transmission bandwidth up to hundredfold or even thousandfold [3] .
Although it has many advantages, BT still has the following drawbacks in download processing: First, for non-hot seeds (seeds that are interested by a small number of people, or just started), the number of download customers may be very limited, for example, only a handful of clients and even just one client in the initial download state, in that case the advantages of BT download will not be reflected fully.
Second, the clients will randomly download sub-pieces from seeds, and mutually download the sub-pieces which the clients do not have currently from the peers who have downloaded them completely, and this can be done from multiple peers in parallel. However, when clients randomly select seeds to download sub-pieces, the same random results can be the same; so the download can not achieve the best parallel degree [16] .
Third, if some sub-pieces have been sent to other servers by a seed during the download processing, when the seed leaves the network for some reasons (e.g. power off, offline, etc), all client can not complete the downloading. Therefore, how to transmit all sub-pieces to the network with the fastest speed is very important. Moreover, even all sub-pieces have been sent to the network, if the seed has left the network (temporarily or permanently), due to the dynamic characteristics of networks, there may be some clients also leave the network, in that case the networkstorage of sub-pieces becomes incomplete, and it will result in some users who cannot complete the download. To address the issues discussed above, we propose an enhanced parallel downloading algorithm for BT in the following section. 
Redundant Network
To meet the requirement where a seed sends all its subpieces of a document to the network then leaves the network and still all sub-pieces of the document are kept in the network, we adopt a redundant storage strategy in which the seed sends all sub-pieces to its adjacent machines (using the Peer Discovery Protocol and Peer Information Protocol of the middleware JXTA [9] to search the adjacent machines, for example). Therefore clients can still complete the downloading request after the seed left the network, and parallel downloaded can still be performed as well. For example in Figure 2 , the seed has transferred all sub-pieces to its neighbours. Let the document length be L, the length of sub-pieces be a fixed-value l, so the number of sub-
To meet the requirement where after the seed left the network, the integrity of the sub-pieces in the network can still be maintained, and even some adjacent machines which have stored some sub-pieces want to leave the network, the integrity of the document will not be affected;
We use the neighbouring machines as a redundant storage. Let the number of neighbouring machines of a seed equal to n (n>1). Let x (a positive integer) be the minimum sub-piece quantity that each of the adjacent machine must have. Even the seed and one neighbouring machine left the network, we still need to maintain the integrity of the document, thus, each sub-piece needs to be stored in two different neighbouring machines, so we must store 2m subpieces in the network, Therefore (n-1)x 2m-x, nx 2m . We can now satisfy that when any neighbouring machines left the network after the seed has left the network; the document integrity of the sub-pieces in the network can still be maintained.
Case study 1:
Let m=10, n = 3, so x=7. We can see that the first client can link to four machines (the seed and its neighbouring machines p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) to perform parallel download. Along with the proliferation of the hotspots, the customer base can be rapidly increased, and having more customers providing upload function will greatly increase the speed of parallel download, therefore dramatically reduce the time for downloading ultra-largescale data files (such as movies, videos and large games).
Meanwhile, these adjacent machines (p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 ) can be used as the BT's seeds; they can also become download customers according to clients' demands. In this case they need only download the residual sub-pieces which have not been stored to the local machine; so even if these is only one neighbouring machine left in the network, it still has all sub-pieces for downloading in the network. For example: if m=4, n=4, each machine will store 2 sub-pieces, the types of storage can be as follows: Due to the large number of adjacent machines, the redundant storage can be completed even if every adjacent machine only to store one sub-piece, but it could not guarantee the integrity of the network-storage of sub-pieces after anyone of the machines left the network. Therefore, we choose m adjacent machines with higher rate of uploading from n adjacent machines for the redundant storage, so from conclusion (2) we have the satisfied condition: each of the m adjacent machines can just store x=2 sub-pieces. 
Sub-piece Storage
To meet the requirement where n adjacent machines have stored all sub-pieces of a document, the integrity of sub-pieces for the document will still be maintained after any machine left the network, we must guarantee that every sub-piece is stored on at least two different machines. In order to send all sub-pieces to the network by the fastest speed, we can use the structural method of Latin squares [15] to store the sub-piece to every adjacent machine.
We have: m sub-pieces, n machines, so we can get x from (3.6) (1) If m>n; let m=kn+t( ) 1 0 n t At first, to allocate k sub-pieces to each adjacent machine in turn, the i th machine is distributed d j (i= ) sub-pieces ( ), the remaining t subpieces d n j% m j n i 1 , 1 kn+1 ,d kn+2 ,…,d kn+t were allocated to p 1 ,p 2 ,…,p t , therefore, the forward t machines are distributed k+1 subpieces, and the backward n-t machines are distributed k sub-pieces. At this time by averaging all sub-pieces to all adjacent machines, so to ensure sending all sub-pieces to the network by the fastest speed.
After that, to begin the sub-pieces' redundant distribution from the p t+1 machine, in order to still have enough integrated sub-pieces to be stored in the network while any machine left. So
So each machine can be stored at least 2k sub-pieces. Therefore we use the following method to redistribute k sub-pieces to every machine: the i th machine is distributed
, if the amount of each machine-storage sub-pieces equals x, then it is the end of the distribution, otherwise, continue distribution according to the above method: the i th machine is distributed d j (i n = ) sub-pieces until each machine has x different sub-pieces at least, by this allocation method, each sub-piece is stored on at least two different machines, and even in the case that one machine leaves the network, it will not affect the integrity of the sub-pieces in the network. First, choose m machines which have faster upload speed from n neighbouring machines, then for the selected m machines use the method described in (2) to distribute, transmit and store these sub-pieces. According to the above rules of distribution, the speed will be the fastest for sending the integrated sub-piece to the network; it has a higher degree of parallelism than the way of distributing sub-pieces random.
Implementation Process
In summary, we can get the implemention process of the proposed algorithm as follows :
(1) Let the length of a downloading file be L, the subpieces' size be l, from section 3.1, we can calculate the number m of sub-pieces m l L .
(2) Let the number of neighbouring machines of a seed equal to n (n>1), from formula (3.6), we can get x (a positive integer) which is the minimum sub-piece quantity that each of the adjacent machine must have.
(3) In accordance with the method of section 3.2 to distribute the redundant sub-pieces to the adjacent machines.
Other approaches are fully consistent with BT, and with these improvement we can achieve a better performance than using the original BT algorithm.
Performance Analysis

Analysis
Let m=1000, the number of adjacent machines is shown in table 1. We set the time of downloading one sub-piece to 1. Figure 3 illustrates that the more neighbouring machines the less sub-pieces of each machine needs to store; Figure 4 shows that only one client to download at the initial time, along with the number of adjacent machines changed, the time of the download also changed, that is, the more of the number of the adjacent machines the less of the time for downloading. Since more customers download, the download speed will be faster. The fastest speed is that each link downloads one sub-piece and at the same time downloads all sub-pieces. Table 1 while m=1000, the number of the adjacent machines of the seed is n, the storage-unit quantity is x and the time of downloading m-unit is t adjacent machines number n storage-unit quantity x downloading m-unit time t Figure 3 the relationship between download time and neighbour's number While m=1000
Performance Tests
Let the testing file size be 300 M, which is divided into sub-pieces with a size of 1M, so m = 300. The test environment consists of 4 machines (including the seed), each machine has a different downloading speed, The testing software shows the download speed of each machine is 3.2k, 18k, 31k, 62k respectively. When requesting downloading the testing file using the original BT algorithm, we choose randomly a machine to requst the download every 30 seconds. During the downloading, the requested sub-pieces are also random, and there are no machines to withdraw from the network in testing process. In that case, the final average download time is 4163 seconds. When we adopt the improved BT algorithm to download, the final average download time is 3218 seconds, so the reduced time is 945 seconds and the efficiency incrised 22.7% compared using the original BT algorithm to download the same file.
If we randomly selected n (n = 1,2, 3; but not including seed) machines to withdraw from network in the download process, the BT algorithm will allow the download machines to continue downloading, but the download time of the original BT algorithm is prolonged obviously. The comparison of download times and the increased efficiency are shown in the following table: If the withdrawed machines include the seed, using the original BT algorithm to download usually will result in the download process to be suspended, however, using the improved BT algorithm to download will avoid this problem.
Summary and Future Work
The popular BT download tool fully uses the users' upload abilities to reduce the burden of downloading. However, at the beginning of the download or if the number of users is small, it usually fails to demonstrate its superiority. At the same time if the seeds which have uploaded all sub-pieces leave the network, it cannot guarantee that users can download the integrated document, especially when the seeds have left the network and then the users also left the network for some reasons. In that case, it can destroy the integrity of sub-pieces in the network-storage and may even result in that all users cannot complete the download, or the seed is required to access the network again and for the download to continue. Therefore it can lead to a long download time and fail to realise its advantages of the rapid download. Based on our analysis of the limitations, we proposed in this paper an innovative method to solve this problem: using the adjacent machines as a redundant storage, and showed that the method works well. However, due to the dynamic nature of the network, a lot of machines can join the network or leave the network at the same time, [12] , [13] , [14] , so dynamically maintain the integrity of documents in the network will be very difficult. We will continue our study on how to maintain the document integrity in such a dynamic environment. 
